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Myrtha
Pools

Founded in 1961 in Italy, the Company quickly be‑
came a leader in the international swimming pool
market.
Thanks to continuous research and development,
Myrtha Pools has achieved numerous technologi‑
cal breakthroughs in the pool industry presenting
the most advanced technologies and obtaining

With an operational area of 60,000 sm, 250
direct employees and more than 300 distributors
and certified installation companies world wide,
Myrtha Pools currently designs, produces and

reliable patents. Its exclusive technologies have

installs about 1,500 swimming pools each year,

been selected for international competition events,

including more than 300 public pools.

including the Olympic Games and World Swim‑
ming Championships.
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Market

Segments
The Company now designs and manufactures swimming pools for a wide range of sectors and the extraordi‑
nary successes achieved today by Myrtha Pools throughout the world are the direct result of a broad range of
experience and operations represented by our 360 degree perspective of the market.

The Company designs exclusive private pool projects and
is continuously improving inno‑
vative technologies, paying spe‑
cial attention to both detail and
finishes and the pools are often
highly customized and designed
to complement the surrounding
environment. The same develop‑
ments in terms of technologies
and finishes have been improved
in hotel market segments, in
which look and appearance play
a fundamental role.

Thanks to its wide range of expe‑
riences, Myrtha Pools has become
an international market leader de‑
signing pools for the public sec‑
tor including splash and leisure
pools, hotel pools, fitness and
wellness pools, as well as thermal and therapy centers. Set‑
ting up numerous facilities around
the world and achieving a continu‑
ous growth trend in the commu‑
nity pool market.
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The Company also offers the
work of the best designers in the
water-park sector and is con‑
tinuously searching for the most
innovative, safe and original solu‑
tions.

Thanks to the precise engineer‑
ing, fabrication standards and
quick installation, Myrtha Pools
has built very high profile pools.
Both permanent and temporary,
these pools have hosted some
of the most important international

swimming

competi-

tions, giving to all in the world of
swimming the great opportunity
to participate in these unforget‑
table events.
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Technologies
Myrtha Pools has chosen to enter into the world of swimming pools using the power of innovation with ex‑
clusive technologies, in combination with the will and determination to constantly and continuously improve
upon them.

Myrtha Technology

with regard to the structure’s shape or size.

The Company’s leading-edge technology

ventional design, combined with a precise

is based upon a unique modular system

assembly process, provides both reliability

of stainless steel panels laminated with a

and long-lasting performance over time.

special rigid PVC membrane on the inside

Myrtha technology is unique to the world,

surface.

tailored for customers who appreciate qual‑

This system offers highly flexible planning

ity, and who opt for long-term, safe techni‑

and design alternatives that have no limit

cal investments.
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A significantly faster installation than con‑

RenovAction

pools. Many obsolete, older installations

Is the patented and exclusive modular pool

design. RenovAction does not require any

renovation technology developed by Myr‑

major demolition work; therefore the design

tha Pools. This solution is based on propri‑

of the pool can be expanded or changed

etary Myrtha Technology and is specifically

to meet today’s more competitive and chal‑

developed for the refurbishment of existing

lenging design standards.

require a total renovation from the original
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Hotels & Resorts
New trends. Pleasure, sustainability, technology
Pleasure
Customer’s liking and desires are changing at an
accelerated pace. In today’s sophisticated Hotel
& Resort communities, a much wider array of fea‑
tures and amenities is required to satisfy the taste
of discerning guests.

which reflect the sense of color and texture of the
area. The use of environmentally friendly technolo‑
gies is part of this new architectural language: solar
and photovoltaic installations, fixtures that reduce
heat loss and objects made from recycled materials.

Since Hotels & Resorts around the world have in‑

Technology

troduced spa and swimming pools among their

In addition, guests are engulfed with changing

services they have seen a significant increase in

technology in their day to day lives. They expect to

business. The combination of a pool, spa and well‑

find the same high-tech services when they travel,

ness facility enables a resort to become a multi-

whether for business or pleasure.

seasonal destination.

Sustainability
Hotels are, more than ever, establishing a strong
identity with their surroundings. Environmental re‑

For these reasons, the design of architectural
spaces and aquatic facilities in a hotel are very
important. The Pool & Spa designer must have a
clear vision of the technical side of the construc‑
tion equipment to be offered as well as the intrinsic

sponsibility is embraced by many, making it impor‑

experience expectations of the guest.

tant to combine full sustainability and compatibility

The design of a wellness facility incorporates the

with the natural surroundings. In consideration of

emotional aspect of the project. The environment

that movement, many hotels have been designed

must be soothing and relaxing, leaving the guest

with respect to the terrain by using local materials

with an unforgettable experience.
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Myrtha

Hotel & Resort
Design Experience
The Heart of a Water Project
Design solutions are the starting point of a

Easy and safe finishes installation. Due to the

commercial pool project. Different materials,

fact that Myrtha uses hard-PVC laminated surfac‑

colours, finishes and aesthetic solutions available

es, it is easy to glue any type of material with the

are very important for architects and designers,

advantage to make the finishes installation much

that in many cases need to well integrate the pool

easier, more precise and even more effective.

project within the general context of hotels, spas,
clubs, where the image is fundamental.
Great designs to be combined with perfect
technologies. Appearance needs to be well coordinated with the functional aspects of the con‑
struction, also to fit safety norms requirements: for
ex. the use of antislip materials and overflow gutter
on the perimeter.

In order to be on the leading edge of
trends, both in terms of aesthetics and
technology, the partners of the project,
whose expertise is essential, play a
significant role. Myrtha Pools recognizes
that collaboration is of utmost
importance and serves as a technical
partner with architects, surveyors and
engineers in order to ensure a state
of the art facility for Hotels & Resorts,
Spas and/or Sports Venues.
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Wide range

of finishing
and design solutions
Myrtha Pools proposals in terms of finishes are suitable for the most discerning archi‑
tect. Myrtha allows for the use of special stone and marble materials to ensure a more
elegantly finished pool project.

SPECIAL
SOLUTIONS
RECESSED OVERFLOW GUTTER

SOFTWALK® AND BEACH ENTRY

STONE BEACH ENTRY
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WINDOWED FLOOR

FINISHES
CERAMIC

GLASS TILES

GLASS MOSAIC

MARBLE EDGE

STONE EDGE

STONE GRID

STONE CASCADE

PEBBLE FINISHING

NATURAL STONE FINISHES

SPECIAL PATTERNED PVC
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LEISURE
ACCESSORIES
FOUNTAINS AND GEYSERS

HYDROMASSAGE AIRLOUNGE

HYDROMASSAGE BENCHES

RIVERS

LIGHTING
WHITE LED LIGHTING

COLORED LED LIGHTING

OVERFLOW LIGHTING
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BLADE LIGHT

Return on
Investment

When considering the investment and cost of pool

cracked tiles and lost grout and sealant to protect

building, one of the primary issues to be taken into

patrons and to maintain the beauty of the facility.

consideration is the cost of maintenance through‑

This is not the case with a Myrtha pool. Ceramic

out the entire life cycle of the facility.

or stone finishes are only at the water surface and

The maintenance cost for a traditional pool varies

they bond better to the panels that to concrete.

but, even in the best of construction, normal opera‑

Maintenance of finishes in a Myrtha is minimal and

tions call for regular re-grouting every 10-15 years

can be done without emptying the pool.

and re-tiling and re-plastering of the entire pool, on

The life cycle costs of a Myrtha pool are very low.

average, every 5-7 years. During such maintenance,

The combination of the materials used in a Myrtha

the pool must be shut down for several weeks. Tra‑

pool guarantee the lowest maintenance cost and

ditional pools also require ongoing replacement of

the longest life cycle on the market.
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CONCRETE

MYRTHA

$ 1,000,000

$ 893,000

$ 20,000

$ 6,000

50 years +

50 years +

No guarantee

15 yr guarantee

All hard surfaces

Softer plus padded floors

1,750 GJ embodied energy,
170 tonnes CO2

1,220 GJ embodied energy,
130 tonnes CO2

Brittle

Ductile

Construction

Weather dependent,
longer time

Inside building, quicker

Local content

75%

35%

Capital Cost
Annualised Maintenance
Life
Water tightness
User comfort
Environmental
Resistance to movement
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Myrtha,

An Environmentally
Friendly Choice
The environmental impact of a project is becom‑

that building a 50 x 25 m Myrtha pool can save

ing a pertinent aspect in many countries where

approximately 45% of the greenhouse gas (CO2)

more and more projects need to be LEED certified.

when compared to traditional tiled, concrete con‑

Any comparison should take into consideration

struction and more than 30% when compared to

the entire life cycle of the pool including installa‑

a welded steel pool. With respect to the LEED

tion procedures, expected lifetime and the num‑

system, which certifies the reliability of eco-friendly

ber of interventions and refurbishments necessary.

buildings, Myrtha technology is among the systems

The specialized Australian engineering firm, Acor

and products that positively enhance the building

Consultants, performed a detailed analysis of vari‑

certification process, helping to increase the scores

ous pool construction types. The study concluded

for the award of projects.
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Besides carbon emissions saving, Mytha technolo‑
gy allows the environment to be considered also in
terms of water and chemical usage. A Myrtha pool
does not require to be drained, cleaned with acids
or re-grouted, thus saving a tremendous amount
of water, chemicals and energy to re-heat the wa‑
ter. In conjunction with industry-leading partners,
Myrtha Pools has also improved exclusive and in‑
novative systems in terms of water filtration and
disinfection.
The Defender™ filter is acknowledged to be an
excellent solution in terms of both economics and
environmental sustainability, while at the same time
ensuring the perfect quality of swimming pool water.
The Defender uses perlite as the filter medium. Per‑
lite is a non-toxic fossil powder that can filter parti‑
cles as fine as one micrometer. Use of this medium
reduces the amount of chemicals required while
dramatically increasing water quality and transpar‑
ency. The efficient regeneration of perlite means
that it can be used for weeks, or even months,
before needing to change the filter cake, with con‑
sequential high savings both on material and labor
costs.

Sphagnum moss is the newest and most ecofriendly exclusive system for water cleaning recent‑
ly introduced by Myrtha. Starting from the idea to
ensure in a swimming pool the same environment
as in a mountain lake, where the water is always
clear, much research has been conducted on dif‑
ferent moss types and species, until the discovery
of the Sphagnum moss genus. This species of
moss is used in orchid germination, and harvested
in a highly innovative and sustainable manner, with
proven remarkable and pervasive effects on water.
Placed inside the compensation tank, the moss
starts interacting and treating the pool water, re‑
ducing organic contamination, while releasing a
buffer into the water, which helps to naturally sta‑
bilize pH and alkalinity. The new system generates
remarkable benefits, which include improved water
and air quality, reduced water usage, energy and
chemicals usage, as well as reduced maintenance.
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Water quality also means air quality, particu‑

The large savings in the use of chemicals allowed

larly in the case of pools and spas located in indoor

by Myrtha systems, definitively eliminate the prob‑

areas, within the hotel. In these cases, a strong

lem, ensuring perfect air quality and the pleasure of

smell of chlorine and chemicals could be not unu‑

a “multi-sensory” involvement for customers who

sual to perceive, and this can be offensive to users.

wish to have relax.
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Myrtha,

Pool Building
and Maintaining
When starting a project for a hotel pool or spa, the

Furthermore, for an indoor facility the concrete shell

time of construction is a very relevant issue to

needs to be started in the early stages of the pro‑

be considered both from the pool building time

ject, with a great impact on the logistics for the rest

side, and for the impact of the whole site construc‑

of the construction and risk of abuse and misuse.

tion time, particularly important for indoor pools.
A shorter installation time means a substantial sa‑
ving in direct cost, not to mention the indirect costs
such as overhead, energy, insurance, etc.

For indoor facilities Myrtha pools are usually in‑
stalled during the later phases of the overall con‑
struction and the pool floor can remain available for
stocking materials, cranes, etc, for most of the job,

Building a Myrtha pool allows a shorter installation

as there are no concrete walls to limit movement

time compared to traditional construction, where

in the building during that time. Also, thanks to its

the building process requires long times for frame‑

mechanical installation and not having any welded

working and pouring, waterproofing, fittings instal‑

point on the pool walls, only bolted, Myrtha tech‑

lation, tiling, and maturing times.

nology ensures an even more quicker installation.
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A Myrtha pool can be also built in a very short time

Unlike traditional construction, Myrtha pools do

due to the pre-engineered design. The compo‑

not require a significant maintenance schedule.

nents are manufactured by automated machines

Sturdy, built to last, and not subject to dimensional

and shipped directly to the building site. This facili‑

variations, a Myrtha structure is not susceptible to

tates a timely installation process that does not re‑

cracking, or structural deterioration and is not af‑

quire the use of heavy equipment and significantly

fected by the aggressive action of chlorinated pool

reduces the risk of assembly mistakes on the con‑

water. By eliminating the need to continually repair

struction site.

the pool shell and surface, the hotel will not be in‑

Thanks to the advantages of a light, sturdy and
easily-adaptable structure, it is possible to build
Myrtha pools in the most difficult of environments

convenienced by the pool having to be taken out
of service, thus assuring the customers of the full
use of its facilities.

including above ground in high rise buildings; in
small inaccessible spaces; on soils with low load
bearing capacity or in areas with high water tables;
in seismic zones and in the widest range of climatic
and geological conditions.
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Water Solutions
for Circulation
A good pool project should always take into con‑

studies of recirculation systems and by doing so

sideration high water quality, the physical safety of

has developed new solutions for water circulation,

swimmers, expected user load, and regulatory re‑

which comply with health regulations worldwide.

quirements. Myrtha pools are designed taking these
criteria into account, while always integrating local
public health requirements and the ease of main‑
taining the pool. Myrtha Pools has employed many
resources into researching and developing specific
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Sydney, Australia. - Wet and Wild Park Wave Pool (100x60 m): CFD help during contract definition.

Hydraulic Calculations and Tests
Myrtha Pools has worked to improve CFD (Com‑

tunity for optimization of the circulation, as well as

putational Fluid Dynamic) analysis in order to per‑

aiding in the development of special features and

form the exact calculations required to simulate the

accessories.

interaction of liquids in a swimming pool.
With the use of special software, Myrtha CFD tech‑

Myrtha Pools is currently the industry leader in the
application of this technology.

nology is able to simulate a pool’s circulation before
its construction, providing reliable 3D drawings and
digital tests. The analysis of the inlets system al‑
lows for precise calculation of the gutter dropouts
and of the complete overflow system.
Through the use of digital dye tests, information is
gathered that provides verification and the oppor‑
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Worldwide

Myrtha Capabilities
The Company boasts an advanced technical de‑
partment that allows for direct CAD - CAM process
to Manufacturing Unit, for the production of the pool
components; a Research & Development team that
continually strives to improve on the Company's
industry leading technology; installation personnel
trained at the Company's Pool Academy; and a sin‑
gle company is responsible for the complete pool
package. All of these factors ensure that customers
will have the best product on the market today.

Myrtha Pools Support
Worldwide
Myrtha Pools Technical Officials are at the complete
disposal of architects and designers. This guaran‑
tees, above all, two main advantages: expert sup‑
port in the development and implementation of the
project, and direct contact with the Company, with‑
out added layers of distribution. Myrtha’s technical
team of highly experienced engineers and design‑
ers can provide its customers with precious indica‑
tions related to technological and structural aspects
of the pool, or even offer suggestions in the early
stages of the project. Combining design and tech‑
nology, the look of the pool will be the best “market‑
ing tool” for each hotel.

Myrtha customers also receive the highest level
of craftsmanship in the installation of their facilities
thanks to the expertise of the official Myrtha Cer‑
tified Installation Companies network, operating in
over 70 countries. Their competitive pricing is virtu‑
ally the same world wide, as well as their compe‑
tency, that allows for a high quality and fast installa‑
tion of the pools.
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Via Solferino, 27
46043 Castiglione d/Stiviere (MN), Italy
P. O. Box 7
Tel. + 39 0376 94261
Fax + 39 0376 631482
info@myrthapools.com

COD. 0047034

www.myrthapools.com

